THE MORNING
~The symbolism of the morning
The monotone of the spirit
The nonconformity of my speech
Creating worlds within worlds
The heavy laden tramples its self to
Reach its destination
While life protrudes inward
Offering numerous breaths of superlative mutation
Relinquishing reasonable answers to
The allegorical foundation of the existing ways~

THE WALLS OF SCHOLARS
~Scaling the walls of scholars
Knowing the weariness of self conformity
The ligament of wisdom to the bone
The nurturing flesh
The numerous points of self
Nutriment of fellowship
The nucleus of one word
Transferring its essence to the void~

THE VOID
~Embracing the void
Seeking the measure of itself
Proceeding through vacant stares
That create old lore
Encumbering the narrative
While alternating energy with repose
The brittle life held in that text
Forever in its own chapter
Chronic collector of wisdom
Suppressing the color of the day~

THE EVENING WALK
~That famished reasoning
The somber theory
The delicate demeanor of intertwined logic
Imperceptible world
Commanding impending attention
While he goes for his evening walk~

REVIVAL OF FLESH
~Throughout the numerous days
Counting the spirits that took hold of themselves
Their familiar motion
Accounted for nothing new
Answering the quietness
With undisturbed tranquility
The pursuit of knowledge
Quality of knowing
The revival of flesh in an instant~

TREES OF THE EVENING
~Trees of the evening
Words that flow forward
And into the mortal earth
The morning the flowers rose
To beginnings that happened yesterday
Longevity of vision after the blindness
Inseperable trees to eternal light
Seeking the gravitational pull from grief
Becoming one’s self through instruction
That was never received~

IN AS MANY DAYS
~In as many days the flesh grew over
The morning created the idea to isolate the self
The tree bled inconsolably as we climbed
The inherent music drowned itself
While authorizing a new beginning
The chaotic fertility rose
Higher to suppress itself~

STANDING TREES
~As tall as the tree stood that day
The vulnerability of that spirit rose with discern
The somber disproportional of life rival non other
Limbs of existence amputated themselves
But the outbreaks of thought, never expanded
The way they did that day
The equilibrium inherited greater balance of self
And the mutation of a man began~

ISOALTION
~ Isolation of the spirit
Solitude of the wind
The summary of the flesh
That radiant folklore, within
The habitual design of extensive being
Collapsing the manifestation
The fall of the living manor
Suppressing the intricate flow
Of substantial recollection
All return to the compulsion of life~

THE PASSING
~That punctual death
That reaped the hidden
Categorizing the last breath to be taken
Impending travel that started with
An ethereal kiss
Parting ways with imbedded energy
While discussing the movement of time
Dispensing sentiment
Dismissing untold burden~

THE DESOLATE PARADE
~Partaking in the traditional
The desolate parade
Patience of a few
That passive motion of the peculiar
Engraving the spirit with the thorn of the days
A remark about the stillness of optimism
The onlookers
Invading the obedience
While divulging their impressions
About the desolate parade~

DECIPHERING STILLNESS
~Deciphering the stillness
Of the farther ways
The enchanted child dispassionate about his own
The maturity of the blood
Rare breath substituting for the rations
Of the mind
The support of the relevant wounds
Hindrance of youth passing internally
The bindings of time~

ENDOWMENT
~Lifting the reality of the idea
Discovering unvaried disposition
A man who is just existing
Releasing the hidden of the little known
Within the embedded portion of time
Seeing nothing but the blindness
Everything but the self
The façade of that spirit
Led to the manifestation of a center
In a way of receiving
The true nature of that nucleus
The wealth of weakness become
The entire foundation of his facilities
The great endowment ~

